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Cp specific heat at constant pressure




N conduction radiation parameter
q radiative heat flux




RAT positive real number less than 1
s coordinate along the ray
t time
T temperature
T^„ temperature at the outside radiusoven
T,. temperature at the inner radius wire
X coordinate along the horizontal projection of the
, ray
a \ thermal diffusivity and angle between a ray and 
the horizontal 
B extinction coefficient and angle
y local azimuthal angle
v i i
e emissivity
0 outward drawn normal to the cylindrical surface
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With the advent of the recent energy crisis and rapidly 
spiraling energy prices, conservation of energy has become a 
primary concern. One of the many ways to reduce consumption 
of energy is the use of insulation to reduce heat transfer.
The proper use of insulation materials requires an under­
standing of the properties of thermal insulation particularly, 
the value of thermal conductivity. However, the determination 
of conductivity of insulating materials is rendered difficult 
because of the combination of conduction,convection and radia­
tion in the process of heat transfer. The combination of 
these three modes vastly increases the complexity of the 
analysis of any system, and, consequently, makes the modeling 
of the experimental procedure for the determination of thermal 
conductivity much more difficult.
Several methods for the measuring of thermal conduc­
tivity have been established, of which the "guarded hot-plate" 
method is the most common. The control system in the proce­
dure is very sophisticated, and the data are taken under 
steady state conditions which require a long time. Moreover, 
to insure one dimensionality, the system must be fairly large 
in size. Besides, thermal conductivity measured by this
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method will not be accurate if semi-transparent materials 
are used. Only by using a combined conduction and radiation 
heat transfer model can the true values of thermal conduc­
tivity be found. Other geometries, e.g., spherical and cylin­
drical, have similar problems to the guarded hot-plate method.
Another method of determining thermal conductivity is 
the so-called "hot-wire method." Since it is a transient 
method, data can be obtained relatively quickly. Also the 
system can be constructed relatively small. Numerous inves­
tigators have studied the hot-wire method both experimentally 
and analytically [1,2,3]. A recent summary of the state of 
the art for the hot-wire thermal conductivity method was 
reported by Davis [4], and Shil'pran [5], comparing it with 
other methods.
Briefly, the hot-wire method [6,7,8] consists of embed­
ding a small wire in the center of a rectangular parallele­
piped of insulating material and applying a step flux to the 
wire. The wire temperature is then monitored, and from the 
temperature versus time relationship at large time, the ther­
mal conductivity is determined. Thus the geometry of the 
hot-wire method is cylindrical.
All the studies mentioned earlier consider heat trans­
fer by conduction only. Often other modes of heat transfer 
are also present. When values for thermal conductivity are 
required in semi-transparent insulating materials, the effect 
of heat transfer by radiation is also important. For many
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insulating materials the heat-transfer by convection is how­
ever, negligible. As a first step toward understanding com­
bined conduction and radiation in a cylindrical medium with 
a given flux on one boundary (i.e. the hot-wire problem), 
the problem of combined conduction and radiation in a cylin­
drical medium with known temperatures on the boundaries should 
be investigated.
Combined conduction and radiation in a medium has been 
analyzed by numerous authors using various geometries. Vis- 
kanta and Merriam [9] studied the problem for a spherical 
geometry using various boundary conditions. Fernandes,
Francis and Reddy [10] , as well as Viskanta [11] have been 
among the many authors who have studied the problem of com­
bined conduction and radiation for the planar geometry.
Chang and Smith [12] have studied the transient and steady 
state problem using the Eddington approximation for a medium 
between coaxial cylinders, while Howell (111 solved the 
steady state problem using exchange factors. Saito et al.
[18] investigated the hot wire method analytically and exper­
imentally with combined conductive and radiative heat trans­
fer. A number of solutions [14-17] were obtained considering 
radiative equilibrium for the cylindrical geometry. Of these 
only the solutions obtained by Perlmutter and Howell [17] 
can be considered exact.
The purpose of this study is to solve the problem of 
combined conduction and radiation in an absorbing, emitting
4
and scattering medium of cylindrical geometry, and with known 
temperatures on the boundaries.
CHAPTER II 
FORMULATION
The problem will be formulated using the procedure of 
Kestin pi] or Kuznetsov [2%]. For the cylindrical geometry 
infinitely long in the 2 direction, the intensity I depends 
on the radius r, polar angle 0' and the azimuthal angle y*
The following notation will be used to specify the angles 
shown in figure 1:
6 = horizontal projection of the acute angle between 
the direction of intensity and a line from the 
point of entry into the medium to the center of the 
wire
Y = horizontal projection of the angle measured clock­
wise from the radius to the direction of the 
intensity
0 = angle between the direction of the intensity and 
the outward drawn normal to the surface 
a 53 angle between the ray and the horizontal 
e' 5 polar angle 
From figure 2
Upper Region 6' = ^ “ a
d(ü = sin8 ' d8 ' da 
= - cosadctdy
05




REGIONThe v e rt ic a l plane contains the 
ray of in ten s ity
Figure 2. Upper and Lower Regions
As 0’ varies from 0 to « varies from j  to 0
Lower Region 0’ = ^  + a
dti) = sin 0 ' d0 ' dv 
= cosadady
As 0 ' varies from ^ to ir, a varies from 0 to ^
The irradiation G(r) = duV u







=  2 lyCOsadyda (1)
From Figure 3 it can be shown that cos0" = coso' cosy'. (2) 
By dividing the annulus into four regions as in Figure 4 and 
using equation (2) we have in; 
region I cos (^-0) = cosa cosy 0 < y < ^
region II cos 0 = coso cos (ir-y) ^  < y  <
region III cos 0= cosa cos (y-ir) w < y < 3tt
region IV cos ( u - e )  = coso cos (2ir-y) 3 it< Y < 2it
RAY
B is the acute angle between 
the ray and the normal 
PNM lie s  in the horizontal plane 





Figure 4. Regions 
Thus in each region cos 0 = - cosa cosy (2a)
The net radiative flux directed radially oQtward is given by
%  cosG dw
° 2tt \  27T
= I ly cos^acosy dyda- j |lyCOS^a cosydyda
i 0 0
2 2TT
= - 2 J J cos^a cosy dyda 
0 0The transport equation using the coordinates shown in 
Figure 1 is given as
(3)
dl a
di~ ~ ^  m T (4)
where 0̂  = Oy +
= extinction coefficient 
Oy = scattering coefficient 
Ky E absorption coefficient
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and Gy) = irradiation or the incident intensity defined in 
equation (1)
For a medium with refractive index n we have from equation (4)
= - 3v Iv + %  + 47
where is the black body intensity or Planck's function 
From Figure 1 it is seen that ds = (6)
and r^ = - 2xR cosg (7)
Along a given ray B is constant and by taking the derivative 
of equation (7) we obtain
rdr = dx (x - R cosg) (8)
From Figure 1 we have
COSY =?^S2|LjlJS 0 <Y<|.
cos (,-Y) = ï=5S°Si f. < Y < .
Using the above expressions along with equation (8) we obtain 
the result
cosy 0 < Y < TT (9)
Noting from Figure 1 that ^  = cosa and using equation (9), 
equation (5) becomes
dl 8 I -K n^I, - a G y - y y _ \> by y y______  n)
dr cosycosa cosycosa 4TTCOSycosa
By denoting as the intensity in the range 0 <y< ^
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and as the intensity in the range j <Y< and further by 
expressing equation (10) for the range of y between 0 and — 
only we obtain the following transport equations
^    0 ^ Y ̂  - (11)dr cosycosa cosycosa 4 ir cosycosa 2
and
. dr cosycosa cosycosa 4ircosycosa ' ” J
+ -It should be noted here that the directions I and I are
applicable only to a point located at some radius r. Using
the procedure of Kesten [21] we will now show that equation (11)
is applicable of 0 < x < 2Rcosg and equation (12) is applicable
for R cos3 < X < 2Rcosg
From equation (7) we can show that
X - R cosg = ±{r^ - R^sin^g}^
For x>R cosg, X - R cosg = + {r^ - R^sin^g}^
and for x < R cosg, x - R cosg = - (r^ - R^sin^g}^
Thus equation (8) becomes
dx = - r dr__________  for 0 <x< R cosg
(r2 _ R2sin^g}^
and dx = r_dr----------  for R cosg <x< 2R cosg
(r2 - R^sin^g}*^
Using the above relationships together with equation (6) we
obtain equation (11) valid for 0 <x< R cosg, and equation 
(12) for R cosg <x< 2R cosg
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Relationship between y and 3
From Figure 1 it is seen that
2
ir
r sin y = R sin 6 for 0 <y< ^
r sin (ir-y) = R sing for j  <y< ir
r sin ( y - i r )  = R sing for < y<  -3ir
and r sin (2ir-y) = R sing for <y<  2ir
Thus r sin y = R sing for 0 <y< ir (13)
and r sin y = - R sing for it <y< gir
Using equation (13) we have cosy = {1 - sin^y
{1 - (^sing)Z}^ (14)
Since cosy is positive in the range 0 <y< we take the
\
positive square root in equation (14)
Substituting equation (14) into equations (11) and 
(12) we have
^  ^bv_________ ^ gy________________ ; (15)
dr {r^-R^sin^g}cosd {r^-R^sin^g}^cosa 4ir {r^-R^sin^g}^cosa
K  + ly _ ^'Ibv
dr {r^-R^sin^g}^cosa {r^-R^sin^gl^cosa
+   — ^  (16)4ir{r^-R^sin^g} cosa
14
Equations {.15) and (16) are applicable for 0
Using the procedure of Gordaninejad [19] and Putcha(20] we 
divide the annular region, Figure 5, into one in which the 
rays intercept the inner cylinder, subscripted 1, and a 
region in which rays do not intercept the inner cylinder, 
subscripted 2,
Setting r* = gr, R* = gR*. F(r*,g) = {r*^-R*^sin^g}^,
1 - Uq = -^ and assuming gray and temperature
independent properties, we can rewrite equations (15) and 
(16) as
dl
dr* F(r*,g) cosa I = -
(1- Wo) r* n^I, Wo r* G
F(r*, g) cosa ijTTF(r*,g) cosa
(1- Wq) r* nfl^ Wo r* G 
dr* ' F(r*,g) COSO " F(r*,g) cosa ^ F(r*,g) cosa




“ - /R* R*
(17)
(18)






for 0 <g<sin”^r* 
R*
(19)
Figure 5. Regions for Different Intensities.
Table 1 
Limits for the Regions
y X X
/ &ô'py>o HCosP>X>:0 %,'
i ym'r^>Sin^A / A PCûsÿ>;î y 0
3
r 2. U C o ifX  V^>^Co^
4 r S m 'p fio iRccpzy.ynco's.p z/
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Since I —  ---
j  {r^-a^}
16
r dr {r^~a^}^ for a>o, and since R*sin6 > 0 
*5 ■■
equation (19) can be rewritten as
- Fj"*/.i) -R* COS 6cosa






where at r*=r* 1^=1  ̂ (r*,a,3) 
and at r*=R* IÏ=l“ (R*)
F(r*,3) -R* cosB










for 0 <3< sin  ̂ ^  (20)
By a similar argument it is seen that
F(r*,3) -R* cose
cosa _ cosa








for sin Ta „“1 rR 2*<sin a (21)
Using integrating factors on equation (18) we obtain




f r ' dr'
JF(r',G) cosa 
® dr'
. —Ir*for 0 <g< sin 0 
R*
Using the boundary conditions
at r* = r* = l|{r*,a,G)
and at r* = r*












for 0 <3< sin" ro 
R* (2 2)
To solve for we recognize that I is valid for 0 < x < Rcosg 
and is valid for Rcosg< x < 2Rcosg. Thus at x=Rcosg, i.e.,
r* = R* sing.
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Ig(R* sine) = l” (R* sine)
Using integrating factors on equation (18) we can show that
F( r * ,e ) r* F ( r ' , e )
, cosa. cosa




—1 r* —1 r*for sin 0 <e<sin 5%- R* - R -
From equation (21) it is seen that
- R*cose
. cosa
,I2 (R* sine) = lâ(R* sine) = l"(R*) e




Thus equation (23) becomes
-F(r*,e) R*cose
. COSO cosa
l2 (r*,a,e) = e  ̂ l” (R*)e
- F ( r ' , e )
R* cosa
r{(l-mo)n2l (r')+^(r')}r* e_________S_____ 1Ï_______  dr'F(r',e) cosa
Rsine




for sin-1 sin-1 r* (24,
19
Rewriting the expressions for 1%, Ii, I2 and 1% in
dlmensionless terms I------ =__2 obtain
n V ï e f  "^Tïef
F(r*,6) -R*cos6
cosa _ cosa
411 (r*,a,g) = e {$ (R*) e
R* -F(r',g)
cosa
—  f {cosa I (l-ü3n)T* (r')+^n(r')}r'e 3^'}F(r', )
for 0 <6<sin"^ ^  (25)
*2 (r*,a,g) is similar to *i(r*,a,6) except that g lies in 
the range sin ^ £2. <3< sin”^ §*RX R*
-F(r*,g) F(r*,g)
cosa — ---






- I r *for 0 <g< sin ^  (26)
-F(r*,g) -R*cosg
^ cosa cosa










-Ir*for sin _o <e< sin-lg
(27)
Because of symmetry observed in figure 5 equation (1) can 
be written as




I cosadyda + 4 ̂  ^  I cosadyda
0 '4
By using the transformation y ' = it - y we can redefine
I in the range 0 < y ' < z
f  7̂G(r*) = 4 j j (I^+I ) cosadyda 
0 0
jp4> wSince siny = -* sing 0 <y< j
, R* cosg dgay = ----------{r*2 -R*^sin^g}^
and thus G(r*) = 4
-Ir*sin





^ +R*[l2 (r*,a,3)+l2 (r*,ot,S)] R* cosgcosodgdo
+4 F(r*,p) (28)
-^-1,o': Sin “r*
By non dimensionalizing as before equation (28) becomes
TT/ sin”^r*
R* -
_  4 k *  ( i ij>l{r*,a,6) cosacosg dgda




4R* [ I < p i ( r * , a , B )  cosacosg d$da
' ' F(r*,g)
0 0
' " I  L




where (J>i, ij)t and 02 are as defined, in equations 
(25) through (27).
■ïï/  ̂ sin~^r* F(r*,g)-R* cosg
n(r.) = ^  r(E*) I  I
0 0
■n/̂  sin”^r^ . R*
. 4R^ r r f  cosg {(l-ü)o)T*‘>(rM+g^n(r')} r'





+ i ? -  4  CrS)
tta sxn r" 














+ —  $" (R*)ÏÏ
¥/, sin~^r* 
















ir/ sin*"^r* r* 
^ R*
L .  \








Due to symmetry equation 13) can be written as 
q(r*) = -4 I I I cos^a cosy dydo//
0 0
= -4 J  j l  cos-acosydydct-4 j ’ j^^cos^ttcosydyda
0 0 0 ir̂
Using the transformation y ' = tr-y the second term on the 
right hand side can be rewritten for y in the range 0 <y<|- 
By making use of equation (13) we can obtain the net 
radiative flux directed radially outward as
Vo sin“MR*


















+ f  f  {«{.2 (r*,a,e)-(j)2 (r*,a,P) }cos2a cosgdgdanr’
0 sin~^r*
R* (32)
The energy equation can be written as 
pC H  + V.(-kVT + q) = 0
Thus pCp 1^ - kV^T = - V.q
For the cylindrical geometry we have
= k i ^  + II - 13 _ a3̂  r ar ar r
Using the dimensionless parameters
T* = Q,. N = ; ^ a n d  t* = ^
the energy equation becomes
The conduction radiation parameter N dictates the proportion 
of radiative and conductive components of energy transfer.
N = 0 implies heat transfer by radiation only, whereas
\
N = “ implies heat transfer by conduction only.
Taking the derivative of the terms in equation (32) we have
ir/ sin"^r^
R*






^ — 2  I f  {(|)2 -  (|)2 } c o s ^ a  COSB d g d a





+ 0 ? r f tfji - |î-i> =°SB dBda
J  J
0 0
ir / s i n ' ^ r ^




+ f {<|)̂ (r*,a, sin“^r^) - ({)“ (r*,a, sin"^P^)}
■ïïr I ^ R* R*
cos^a cos(sin ^r*) d(sin ^r*) do 
R* R*
Now 4»2 (c*,a, sin ^r*) = 4>2 (r*,a, sin ^r*)
R* R*






+ §pc r f {|||- - fll } cosset cosg dgda
J0 sin rp 
R*
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J ' J* cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
+ & r  f
y  sin £0 
 ̂ R*
jf.
1^  cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
V  sin ^r*
 ̂ / R*
: -1 * 0 sin £2
R*
From equation (25) we notice that
cos^a cosg dgda (34)
F(r*,g) -R* cosg
cosa cosai?± _ 2*1 _ _£2_________3£* 3r* F(r*,g) cosa ($"(R*) e
R*










cosa r 1 { ( 1-0)0 )T*^(r*)+^n (r*) }r* e -,
+ e cosa F (r*, g)
F (r*yg) - R* cosg 
cosa
{ (R*) eF(r*,g) cosa
+ 1 — Acosa




- Cl-aso)rtr*) - ^  nCr*)} (35)
Siipilarly we can show that 
F (r*,g)-F(r*, 3)
,+ * cosa
= F(r«,6) cos. < (l-.„)T*(r*) f ^  n (r*)- «i (<) e
^ f F(r',g)-F(r*,g)
“ coi^ { (l-tün)T*^(r')+yS-n(r')}r' e
 ̂ P(r',g) dr'}
r*o (36)
and
_ F(r*,g) + R* cosg 
.A+ * cosa









{(l-ü)n)TAr')+̂ -Q-n(r')> r ' e
F(r',g) dr’}
R*sing (37)
Substituting equations (35), (36) and (37) into equation (34) we obtain
% sin r̂*yT , R*
I I cosa cosg{ (I-Uq)'̂''(r*)+^(r*)} dgda
J J F(r*,g)
0 0
= il-ia) T*̂ (r*) + ^  n(r*) - - —o' ' ' 4 4
28
= (l-Uo) {T*̂ r*) - ûiïfl}
Using the above relation in equation (33) we have
Boundary Conditions
Most insulating materials have surfaces which appear 
rough when compared to wavelengths in which heat transfer by 
radiation dominates. As a result we can associate an effec­
tive diffuse reflectance with the two surfaces of our cylin­
drical geometry. Thus, assuming diffuse surfaces of reflec­
tances pj, and , the boundary conditions (R*) or $” (R*), 
and (r*) or (î ) can be evaluated in the following manner.
The net radiative flux at the oven boundary moving 




q(R*) = 4 J" ^  {Ij(R*,a,8)-I (R*)} cos^a cosg dgda 
0 0 
%  %
- r-(R*)} cos^a cosg dgda+ 4 r  f  {l^(R*,a,g) I-' 
: *0 sin ro 
R*
The net radiative flux at the oven boundary moving radially inward 
is given by
%  %





r ^ *  +- 4 I { I^(R*,a,B) cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
%  %
,g) cos^a cosg dgda (39)- 4 r fJ J - 7  * •. ”1 *0 Sin ro
R*
The first term on the RHS is the radiant energy leaving and thus the 
remaining terms denote the incident energy. Since the surface radiosity 
may be expressed as
IT I (R*) = (1-p^) Emitted flux + Incident flux, and.since the
first term on the RHS of equation (39) can be simplified to t I (R*) we
obtain the following boundary condition at the oven/material surface
ir, sin ^r*
J r  R *
It I (R*) = (1-Pj) + 4pi I I I.,.(R*,a,g) cos^a cosg dgdaj  j(R*,a,
0 o
+ 4piJ  J  l2(R*,a,
0 sin
R*
g) cos^a cosg dgda
Using dimensionless parameters as before, the above equation becomes
-1 *
Tt, sin ro'2 R*
$ (R*) = (1-Pj) j '  j '  "("i cos^a cosg dgda
0 0 
%  %
tiBl I" I ' (j)'*‘(R*,a,g) cos^a cosg dgda (40)
" J J '. -1 *0 sin rô
R*
30
At the wire/material boundary the net radiative flux outward is
• “1 *
q(rg) = ̂  ■̂0
ïïyr Sin ro
{ Ii(r*) - Ij(rg,a,3) } cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
. -1 *sin ro
= irli(r*) - z*
R*
Il(r*<a,g) cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
Using an analysis similar to the one for the other boundary we obtain
(1-Pi) T*̂  . + ^ ^
-1 *
ir̂ sin ro 
' 5T
wire irr5 (Jî (r*,a,g) cos^a cosg dgda (41)
0 0
Substituting equations (25) , (26) and (27) into equations (40) and
(41) we obtain the following











AO r r cosa
+ — - I I cos^o cosg e $ (R*)dgda
' J J-i0 sin £p_
R*
y  y  R* -R*cosg F (r',g) -F(r',g)
n f  (  cosa cosa cosa
+ I I I COSO cosg{ (l-üir.)TAr')+K^n (r*)}r' e ,
J J ; F(r%g)
0 sin £2_ Rising dr’ dgda
R*
(42)
and y  sin ^rS — { F (r* ,g)-R*cosg}>2 —  cosa 0
 ̂ ^ cos^a cosg e $ (R*) dgda
0
0 0
- 1 . *
4R*P2
irr*0
T% sin ro_ R* 
r  r  r







Equations (38) and (30) along with the boundary conditions given by equa­
tions (42) and (43) are an exact formulation of the problem for diffuse
boundary surfaces. One of the methods that can be used to solve this
problem is the Galerkin finite element method.
Heat Flux
The total heat flux q" = - k ^  + 4 




'̂ hus'F = . g l + | ^
Now is given by
4R* C C
r nr* J J (j) cos^a cosg dgda
0 0
-1
Thus at the wire Q . = cos^a cosg {((ii (rg,a,g)-(j)i (r*,a,g)} dgda




Using equations (25) and (26) and simplifying we obtain
)  %  I — ( P ( r ;  ,M  - R .  . .= « }



















The finite element procedure is to divide the radial 
domain r^ to R* into a finite number of elements. The 
unknown functions T*(r*) and Ti(r*) are approximated over each 
element in the form
T_(r*) = Ï  i|)f̂ V(r*) T^^) (44)
i=l ® ®
and n(r*) = Ï
(i)where are linear interpolating functions, the subscript e
applies to an element e , and the superscript i denotes the 
node index. Linear interpolating are chosen for this problem 
since they represent the simplest functions which satisfy the 
conditions for completeness and compatibility. The expres­
sions for and are given as
' é e ,




where r * r e p r e s e n t s  the location of the first node of
(2)element e and r* represents the location of the second 
node of element e.
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The integral terms integrated with respect to r* and r' are repre­
sented by a summation of integrals over the individual elements in the
radial domain r* to R*. Substitution of the assumed form of the unknown 
functions, i.e. equation (44), into the governing equations, multiplica­
tion by the interpolating functions (r*), j=l,2, and integrating
over the individual elements constitutes the Galerkin formulation. The 
energy equation (38) contains a conduction term involving second deriva­
tives. Applying the Galerkin procedure to this term and integrating by 
parts we obtain








Using equations (44) and (45) we can show that the above equation becomes
r*e
(2)
9 %  m ( j) 
9r*^ e
e


































Before applying the Galerkin formulation to the expression for the irra­
diation r̂ (r*) given by equation (30), we must rewrite $ (R*) and $i(r*) 
given by equations (42) and (43) in terms of the unknown variables T*(r*) 
and q(r*). After substituting for $ (R*) and $î(r*) into equation (30) 
we then apply the Galerkin formulation and after solving for the unknowns 
T*(r*) and n(r*) we can then evaluate $ (R*) and (r*) and thus obtain 
the fltu'. A mathematically equivalent method of evaluating T*(r*), n(r*), 
$ (R*) and $î(r*) would be to treat equations (30), (42) and (43) as simul­
taneous equations together with equation (38) and apply the Galerkin 
technique to each of the four equations. It is understood that 9 (R*)
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and are boundary value constants and as such taking their varia­
tions within each element is physically meaningless. However, the solu-
tions obtained for $ (R*) and $i(r*) should be constant for each node ̂ o
and the formulation is mathematically equivalent to the conventional 
technique- This 'new' method has the advantages of less computational 
time and ease of equation and programming managebility. It's disadvantage 
lies in requiring a bit more computer storage. It should be noted that 
the author used both methods and obtained identical results.
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dr* dgda
+ 4Pĵ (l-Wo) 
ir
it̂ sin"̂ r̂  r'^2^












M^{F(r',g)-R*cosg}'^^^^ (r*) dr' dgdadr*
(1)
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+ ̂  (1-Uo) ^  mû.  z
f=a=appropriate 
- , element
r*»> 0 sin'^rS r® ^  f
'■{Ml{F (r ', 6) -R*cosg}+Mi{ -F (r •, g) -R*cosg}} 
(1)
(r*) dr' dg da dr*e
+ 2i m  (  f  ™
^ j  I I  f=appropriate
{M2{ F (r',g)-R*cosg}+M2{-F(r',g)-R*cosg}
I I t
r*(̂ ) 0 sin-^rj . " JB ^« - J[W f
.a)
(r*) dr' dg da dr* (48)








r*̂ ^̂  ir sin'̂ ro
W
cos^a cosg e cosa '’ ' o{F(r*,g)-R*cosg}.
r * 0 0e
Z Y^^Nr*) Y^^^(r*) $” (R*)dgdadr* 
1=1 ®
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(2) -1 -r*'-‘ %  =i. -r;
w^ 4R ^ ÿ J > a 22.) j j I N|M r Mi{ F(r*,B)-F(r',B)}Tj^^ (r*) dr' dgda dr*
e f
ro^ 1 (2)
r* %  sin 4  r̂  y
+ f  f I' ?  r M2{ F(r*,g)-F(r',B)} vj^^r*) dr* dgda dr*
while from equation (30) we obtain
r*C2)
i 2 (i) (i) (j)E n Y1=1 e e e
r*̂ ^̂  y  sin r̂*
4E* r I' r 2 -<» U) «>■^  I I I M3{F(r*,g)-R* cosg} j; (R*) Y^'"Xr*)W^ (r*)
0 0e
%  sin'̂ r*
dg da dr*
4R* c r r ^ *  2 (i) f-i)+ ̂  j M3{F(r*,g)-F(r*,g)} t $1  ̂ (r*) Ÿ (r*) Ÿ^^^r*)
> ! !
® dg da dr*
r*̂ ^̂  IT/ sin r̂*
 ̂ /  /  / R* ^
+ ̂  I I j M3{-F(r*,g)-R* cosg} z <f (R*) (r*) (r*) dg da di
r* 0 sin ̂ r*e __2R*
r*̂ ^̂  ’̂4 sin"^r^ rĵ ^̂
I 4R*(1-ü)̂) (' [ I NEM r Mij{F(r*,g)-F(r',g) } (r*) dr' dg da dr*Œ f *,
Elé 1
e
r*<̂  ̂ 0 0
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h  F-
+ ^  j  j' ^  j' M5{F(r*,e)-F(r',e)} 'i'^^^r*) dr' dgda dr*
,,%) , , ^ ( 1)
r*(2) ^ sin’ r̂Se /2 —— r
^ 4RMizü)2l j' I  ^  ̂ r  MjF(r',6)-F(r*,B)}, , , ! M^{F(r',B)-F(r*,B)} 'i' (r*) dr' d3da dr*
' ' ' -=1 I ®
r.w) , , U)
' e r
%  r."'
+ 2 ^  j' j  j' ^ î j' M5{F(r',3)-F(r*,B)} (r*) dr> dBda dr*
r* TL s i n ' V  
-® ' R* SEM
Mi^{-F(r*,3)-F(r',B)} (r*), 4R*(1-ü)q) f ( f I fTT I I  f=appropriate I
. «  ! , k .  —  L
W  dr' d3da dr*
^  sin"^r^
+ r r r ?  rM5{-F(r*,B)-F(r',3)}J  I J  f=appropriate I 
r*<« 0 sin-^rî element (1)
dr' dgda dr*
%  sin'V r'^2)
2 / R*
^  A R X  I I l  I4R* (1-Wn) ̂ f f f Z rM!^{F(r',B)-F(r*,B)} W^^^(r*)
^ J  J  J  f=appropriate I
(1) -1 * element'^r*'^' 0 sin -rb '=-"'=“"=“"r, (1)
R*  ̂ dr' dBda dr*
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y  sinS.
^  . R* f
+ ^  f f f  E rM 5{F (r ' ,g ) -F ( r * ,g ) }J  J  J  f=appropriate I
0 sin”̂ r* element  ̂(1)








MHF(r',e)-E* COS,} = fj" (r'))' r'e
{F(r',g)-R* cosg}2 ... ... cosa
M2{F(r',e)-R* cos3> = {j: (r')} r' e
M3{F(r*,$)-R* cosg} =









NEM = number of elements in the domain r* to R*, and the arguments of 
Ml, M2, M3, Mî  and M5 correspond to the powers of the exponential integrals.
Some terms in equations (48) and (50) which are integrated with 
respect to r' do not have limits which coincide with the nodes of the
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elements. An example of such terms are those whose lower limits are 
R^in 6. These integrals are treated in the following manner.
Let R* sing lie within some element e as shown below in figure 6
R*sinS
ê
'  ' ' (21
(1) Element e reB
Figure 6. Location for Variable Limits.
r<« r«)e e
/ /we can prove that f ii dr = ( (r)+ (r)} dr (51)e e e e
R* sing R* sing
where the superscripts (1) and (2) are the nodes of element e, and 
(r), i=l,2 are the interpolating functions for element e. In order 
to satisfy continuity in the solution for n we must have n(R* sing) as 
the value of n at r=R* sin g. Thus
^(2) ^(2) 
f , ^(var) ^(2) ^  ,52,e e e e
R* sing R* sing
wkere var is the location of R* sing
and Y (r) =® r^2)_ singe
Y (2)(n) = r-R*sing
® r^^^-R*singe
Now T) (R* sing) =
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, r f ‘ -R*sin6 (J) R * s inB-rf'









f . d r =  f '






® - R* singe
{ „ < « + i ü î
(1)
^(2) _ ^(1) -e ^(2) _ ^(1) "e 






and equation (51) has been proved.
Now that the finite element approximations have been made and the 
Salerkin procedure used, the next step involves the assembly of equations. 
Setting j = 1,2 the flux term







for j=2. Thus from equations C47), (48), (49) and (50)
(2)
we see that for each element e we have 8 equations and 10 unknowns, i.e.
- + dT*T*, n f $ (R*), $1 (r*) and which are unknown at both nodes 1 and 2 of
G 6 c  0 O  Ct3T
each element.
tIEM-1 NEM NEM+1Global Node
'^KEM-1Element 1 2  3 ' ' N  NEM
Figure 7. _ -Element and Node Locations.
Thus for NEM elements we have (8)(NEM) equations and (10)(NEM) unknowns. 
But the elements are connected (Figure 7) such that the second node of 







since r^^^ and r^^J are the same node. In e e-ri
order to reduce the number of unknowns, the equation corresponding to the 
second node, i.e. j=2 of element e, is added to the equation correspond­
ing to the first node, i.e., j=l of element e+1. The only equations 
which remain unaffected are the equations for the first node of element 1 
and the equation for the second node of element NEM. Adding the equa­
tions in this nanner eliminates the conductive flux unknowns at the 
interior nodes. Thus we have (4)(NEM+1) equations with (4) (NEM+1) + 2 
unknowns, the unknowns being T*,n, $"(R*) and (r*) at each node 1,2,3, 
  NEM+1 plus the conductive heat flux at global node 1 and at
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node NEM+1. The prescribed boundary conditions are
at r* = r* T* ~ T*.o wire
and at r* = R* T* = T* (53)oven
can now be solved by any suitable method.
Formulation of the Transient Term
One of the methods to evaluate the transient term in equation (47) 
is the Crank-Nicolson scheme. Denoting the present time step as n and 
the next time step as n+1 we have
= <’ •*> n * “  + 4
where At is the time step. Adding equation (47) in the manner described 
in the previous section we obtain a set of simultaneous equations of the 
form
[G] {T*} + [A^]{T*} + [B̂ ] {n} + [Cl] {T4 + [Dll { S  = 0
MXM MX1 MXM MX1 MXM MX1 MXM MX1 MXM
where M = NEM+1
= nuiQber of nodes in the domain 
Multiplying equation (54) by [G] we obtain
- si - si M <“ >
By evaluating equation (55) at time n+1 and making use of (56) we have
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[tJ [G] + A J  {T*} + [C ] {T*n + [BJ { nl+1
 ̂ n+1 n+1 ^
+ [D. ] } = [G] {T*} + ~  [G]{T*} (57)
^ n+1 n n
The initial condition is given as at t* = 0 T* = T. _i n i t i a l
Equations (56) and (57) together with the equations obtained from (48),
(49) and (50) along with the prescribed boundary conditions (53) can now
« ^
be solved for T*, n# $(R*) and $^(r*) by any suitable method.
A computer program was written to solve both the steady state and 
transient problems. Since the equations are non linear an iterative 
procedure was used. A linear solution for T* was assumed and thereby
4
T* was evaluated. The resulting equations were solved and the new value 
of T* compared with the initial guess. If convergence to within 0.001 
was not obtained for T*, the system of equations was solved again up-
4
dating T*, and hence T* , as the initial guess. After T* converged the 
results were printed.
CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL APPROXIMATIONS TO THE INTEGRALS
Before obtaining a solution to the problem given a particular set 
of parameters, a number of integrals need to be evaluated. One method 
of evaluating integrals consists of employing a Gauss quadrature. The 
Gauss quadrature has been used to evaluate all the integrals in the study. 
Some of the integrals have one or more singularities at the limits. The 
integrals themselves exist but the integrals approach infinity at one or 
more limits. While evaluating the integrals it was found that they were 
highly sensitive to any change in the quadrature used for the variable g, 
but not sensitive to the change in quadrature of the other variables, 
namely r*, r' and a. Thus in order to improve the answers, the limits 
on g were divided into two equal parts and a six point quadrature applied 
over each part. A four point quardature was used for the integrals with 
respect to r*, r' and a. On comparing solutions for the radiative equi­
librium case (N=0) with those obtained by the Monte Carlo technique [17] 
good results were obtained for the cases involving black surfaces i.e.
“ ^2 ~ the results for surface emissivities other than 1 were
extremely poor. The difficulty arises in the singularities of the inte-
I
grals. By observing the integrals in the expressions for the irradiation
4M «I»
n and the boundary terms ${R*) and (r*) we recognize that some 
integrands are singular at the limits of g or r' or both. Since the 
integrals were sensitive to the quadrature on g they were approximated by
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the largest va,lue of the exponential term in the integrand near the sin­
gularity in 3. Thus any approximations with respect to singularities in 
r ’ were ignored. It should be noted that because the Gauss quadrature 
is used the integrands do not approach infinity since the function is 
never evaluated at the limits. The integrals were evaluated in the 
following manner
\  S- _ ^^{/r*^-R*^sin^e - R* cosg)
4R* f f ° $ (R* ) cosa cosg __ e^ ^
' J L {r*^ - R*^ sin^g}^ dgdasin
Ë *
\  R* _ '   {/r*^-R*^sin^3 -R* cosg}
4R* / / $ (R*) cosa cosg gCosa
■ I  L
{r*2 _ r*2 dgda
0 sin ro 
R*
sin ^ r_
^    i /r *^  - R*^sin^e - R* cos g ^
(R*) cosa cosg Q
{r*2 - R*^ sin^g}^
r*
+ 4R* /'j I $  
o sin ^ RAT r*
R* ' '
where RAT represents some positive real number close to but less than 1. 
The singularity in the first term on the right hand side of equation (58) 
has now been eliminated. The exponential term of the integrand in the 
second integral is approximated by its value at the upper limit and 
reduces to
- {R*̂  - r*^>  ̂
cosa
e since g = sin r^
R*
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Thus the second integral is equal to
V. sin~^r* - {r*^ - r*^}
4r* f  f  ^ 4" (R*) cosa cos 3 g
{r*2 _ R*̂ sin̂ g}̂  dgda■/ L0 sin RAT r* 
R*
\  -  ̂
TT ' 2  ̂ I cosa e4 {i - si„-^ (ESI)) r
J $ (R*) da
The Galerkin technique can now be applied to the integral above resulting 
in
rĵ  ̂ IT -{ R*^-r*^} ^
4 IT -1 f  cosa
—  { J  - sin (RAT)} ( j cosa e
_ e
■̂ ES ) J J
»
j, r ‘"’(E.) ,j"k«) a»ar.
1=1
The other integrals with singularities in g are handled in a similar 
manner. The value of RAT was chosen such that the radiative equilibrium 
solution for non black surfaces closely approximated those obtained by 
the Monte Carlo method [17]. This criteria was selected because, to the 
author's knowledge, the Monte Carlo solution is the only known exact 




Known exact solutions for the problem of combined con­
duction and radiation in the cylindrical geometry exist only 
for the extreme cases, i.e. conduction only or radiative 
equilibrium. Pure conduction is a trivial problem and the 
results can be readily verified by consideration of the cases 
where idq = 1.
Radiative equilibrium solutions were compared with 
those obtained by the Monte Carlo technique [17]. Figure 8 
shows results obtained by the finite element and Monte Carlo 
methods for various surface emissivities. In figure 9 the 
two methods were compared for black surfaces and different 
radius ratios and optical depths. The radial domain was 
divided into 20 equal elements. The results compare well 
with those obtained by the Monte Carlo technique.
Combined conduction and radiation solution were compared 
with those obtained by Chang [12]. Although Chang's solution 
is based on an Eddington's first approximation model of radi­
ation heat transfer, it is one of the few known solutions 
that exist for this problem even though scattering is omitted. 
The steady state results are compared in figure 13, while the 
transient case is compared in figure 15. The radial domain 
was divided into 19 elements of which 12 closest to the wire
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were of length 0.025 and the remaining 7 were of length 0,10.
Figure 10 shows the effect of the conduction radiation 
parameter N on the temperature distribution. N equal to 
infinity implies heat transfer by conduction only and thus we 
expect a log curve. N = 0 implies heat transfer by radiation 
only and we would expect temperature slip at the boundary.
Figure 11 shows the effect of scattering on the temper­
ature distribution. For oiq = 1, the medium does not absorb 
but only scatters radiation, and thus we would expect a log 
curve. For other values of Wg the medium absorbs incident 
radiation.
Figure 12 shows the effect of surface emissivities on 
the irradiation n» while figure 14 shows their effects on the 
temperature distribution. It is seen that at the hot surface,
i.e. r* = r*, the irradiation decreases as the emissivity 
decreases since less radiation is emitted, while the initial 
slope of the temperature increases with decrease in emissivity.
Figure 16 shows the effect of scattering on the transi­
ent temperature distribution. Nineteen elements were used of 
sizes 0.025 and 0.1 and the time step chosen was 0.001. This 
time step was selected to avoid any temperature fluctuations 
at early times.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 present results for the conductive, 
radiative and total heat flux at the wire. It is seen that 
decreasing N increases the conductive and total heat flux. 
Decreasing the surface emissivities reduces the radiative
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heat flux. The conductive fluxes obtained in these tables 
are solved as part of the system of equations rather than 
being calculated after the temperature profiles are obtained.
TABLE 2
Heat Transfer Rates for Surface 
Emissivities of 0.1





























































































Heat Transfer Rates for Surface 
Emissivities of 1.0
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Optical Depth R*-r* = 2
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—  PRESENT SOLUTION
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Figure 9. Radiative Equilibrium.
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Effect of N on Temperature Distriijutia
for U|











Figure 10. Effect of N on Temperature Distribution.
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Effect of Scattering on Temperature 
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Figure 11,
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Effect of Scattering on Temperature Distribution 
for Surface Emissivities.
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Figure 12. Effect of Surface Emissivity on Irradiation.
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Figure 13. Steady State Temperature Profiles.
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Effect of Surface Emmissivity on 
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Figure 14. Effect of Surface Emissivity on Temperature Distribution.
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Transient Temperature Profiles 
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Effect of Scattering on Transient 
Temperature Distribution for 
N = 0.01 
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Figure 16, Effect of Scattering on Transient Temperature Distribution.
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS
This study has solved the problem of combined conduc­
tion and radiation in an absorbing, emitting and scattering 
medium of cylindrical geometry bounded by grey surfaces at 
known temperatures. The solutions compare well with known 
exact solutions. The author believes that the finite element 
technique is best suited for the problem because of the ease 
with which integrals with variable limits can be handled and 
the accuracy with which the conductive flux can be evaluated 
for the steady state case. Another advantage lies in the 
fact that the elements do not have to be of equal length and 
the programming was such that very few changes needed to be 
made to change the length of each element or to increase the 
number of elements. Nineteen or twenty elements were found 
to be sufficient for accuracy.
A drawback of the study was the inaccuracy of the Gauss 
quadrature when evaluating integrals with singularities.
This problem will be present no matter what method is used 
to solve the governing equations. This study made use of the 
techniques outlined in Chapter IV to obtain good results. 
Another method could involve the use of a more suitable quad­
rature. It should be noted that the inability of the Gauss
63
quadrature to properly evaluate the integrals with singular­
ities had very little effect on the temperature distribution, 
but had a large effect on the irradiation n. Thus whenever 
the solution for n was crucial, i.e. radiative equilibrium 
cases (T*4 = , poor results would be obtained unless the
integrals were evaluated properly. However, if the solution 
for Ti is not crucial to the problem, i.e. most combined con­
duction and radiation problems, the solution for the temper­
ature distribution is fairly accurate.
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DIMENSION X(A).W(4).R(21)«T (21),GST IF(BA185).C3(20.20.S)iETA(2t) 
DIMENSION 04(20.2 0.5),C2(20,20.2.5).01(20,2,5),GSAVEI84,85) 
d i m e n s i o n  GM(21,2I),T0L0(21,l).TDT0LD(2t.I).TNEk(21,1)

















F6(RR.0ETA,ALP)=DC0S( ALP) *OCOS (BETA )/FlIRR,BETA )*DEXP( (FKRR.BETA) 
1-RL4DCDS(BETA))/DCQS(ALP))
F7(RR.0ETA,ALP)=OCOS(ALP)4DCOS(BETA)/F1 (RR,BETA)4DEXP( (FI (HS.BETA)
'I-Fl(RR.BETA))/OCOS(ALP))













































00 12 1=1 ,NEW 
DO 12 J=lsNEM 
DO 12 K=1.S 
C3<I.J.K)=0.0 
04(1.J.K}=0.0 
DO 12 L=l,2 













DO 1 1=1.NOUAD 
DO I J=l,6







DO 1000 1=1,NR 
DO 1000 J=1 ,NC 
1000 GSTIFI1,J)=0.0
IFIRHOl.EQ.0.0)G0 TO 600 
IFIaO.EQ.O.QIGG TC 601 





DO 1020 MS=1,2 
C=IDO-CC)/2.0 
0=t0D+CC1/2.0 
DO 6 M= 1, 6 
SUK=0.0
EE=RL4DSIN{Y(M)*C+D)
IFIEE.GE.RIl1.AND.EE.LE.RINN)ICO TO 5 
WRITEI6,510)EE 
510 FORMAT!IX.'VALUE OF EE EXCEEDS THE LIMITS'.E20.6I
5 CONTINUE
DO 3 1CHECK=1,NN 
IFIEE.LE.RI ICHECKDGO TO 4
J C U M n N U L  
♦ FF=R(ICHECK)
E=(FF-RE)/2.0 71
F~lFF*B E) /Z , 0
EE=RtICHECK-l)
FF=R(ICHECK)
00 2 L=lfNQUAD 




DO too IL=1fNEK ûûsrcl;
HH=R( IL + 1 )




















DO 1030 MS=1,2 
C={D0-CC)/2.0 
D=<DD+CC)/2.Q 
DO 7 M=l,6 
EE=RL*DSIN(YtM)*C+D)









DO 10 IL=1.NEM 
CG=R(IL)
HH=R(1L*1)
00 10 L=l,NOUAD 
DO 10 N=1,NCUAO
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00 302 L=l.NQOAO '■*


























DO 2010 MS=1,2 
C*l0D-CC)/2.0 
D=(DD+CC)/2.0 








DO 15 J=1,2 
DO IS 1=1,2 













CSTIF(NN*3*IL + J-1 tNN*3+IL+I-l )=GSTIFINN*3*IL+J-1,NN*3+IL+I-1 
I+(HH-GG)/6.0
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1F<ICMECK.EQ.NNIGC TO 5050 ''
ICHECK=ICHECKtl
EE=R{ICHECK-l)







00 2030 MS=1.2 
C=l0D-CC)/2.0 
0=t00+CCJ/2.0 
00 26 J-1.2 
DO 26 1=1,2 






00 27 K=l,NCUAO 











00 28 J=l,2 
00 28 1=1.2 











00 1050 MS=1,2 
- C=(0D-CC)/2.0 
0={OD+CC)/2.0 



































DO 31 L=l,NCUAC 






GST IF (NN*-1 L+J-11NN+NELEM+ I-l ) =GSTXF (NN*IL+ J- 1 , NN+ NELEM H - 1  )+SUM 































DO 35 L=l.NOUAD 
DO 35 M=1.6 
DO 35 N = 1 >NOUAD
FAKE=W<K)*W(L)*V(M)4W(N)*A*C*G*E*F9(X(K)«G+M,X(N)*E+F. 
1Y{M)*C*D,X(L)*A+B)*SF2(X(K)*G+H)*4.0*RL*(1.O-WO/PI
CZi ILiNtiLtMf J< 1)-C2t 1 U t NbLEM . J , l|4-(- AKb*( ÜSiK t t X (Nl ) »«4 J
C2(ILtNELEM.J,2 )=C2{ILfNËLEM.J,2)+F AK E*(SSFJ(X(N)*e*F)**3) 
l*(SSF2( X<N)*e+F) )




C2( lL.NCLEM,J,S) = C2(IL.NELEM,Jt5MFAKE*(SSF2 (X(N)*E4-F)**4)
35 CONTINUE 
IFdCHECK.eC.NNJGC TC 1090 
ICHECK=ICHECK+1
EE=R(ICHECK-l)










00 2040 MS=1t2 
C=(DD-CC)/2.0 
D=(00+CC)/2.0 
1F(WO.EO.O.O)GO TC 603 
PO 36 J=lt2 
00 36 1=1t2 





DO 36 K=ItNCUAO 
OL=XIK)*G+H 
EE=RS
00 36 NELEM=ltIL 








00 41 L=ltNCUAO 
00 41 M=I.6 
DO 41 N=l.NCUAO









IFIWO.EO.ltO)GO TC 609 
00 42 J=lt2 





00 42 K=1tNCUAD 
UL=X(K)*G+H
eE=Kti
DO 42 NELGK=l«IL 






FF=R{NELEM + n  




IY{M)*C+0.X(L) *A+B)*SF2(Xt K )*G<-H)»4,0»RL*( 1.0-KO/PI 
C2(IL.NcLEF.J.l) = C2<lL.NELEM.J.UtFAKE*<SSFl (X(N)4E+F)**4)
C2( lL,NEUEM,J.2»=C2i ÎL.NELEM,J,2;+FÂK.E*(S5ri ( X {Ni *E+r i4«3i 
J*(SSF2(X(N)4E+F>)






IFINELEM.EQ.IDGO TO 42 
EE=B(NELEM+1)
42 CONTINUE 





1F(W0;EQ.0.0)60 t o  610 
DO 46 J=1.2 
DO 46 1=1,2 












DO 1100 MS=1.2 
C=iD0-CC)/2.O 
D=(D0+CC)/2.0 
00 ItIO M=I,6 
EE=RL40SIN(Y (M)4C+D)
IFIEE.GE.RIl).AND.EE,LE.RINN)>G0 TO 49 
WRITE(6.515)EE
515 FORMAT(IX.'THE VALUE OF EE EXCEEDS THE LIMITS IN ETA E0N«,E20.6J
49 CONTINUE









DO 52 L=1.NCUAD 
00 62 N=1.NQUAO
I K. I*W (L > *V l  M J »»H N l l t A l M V l i - r n t A l N  / * c f l-  t





IF'ÎCHECK.EG.NMGC TO lllO 
ICHECK=ICHECK+1 
EE=R(ICHECK-l)







IFlWO.EQ.l.0)G0 TC 611 
00 S3 J=1,2 





DO S3 K=ItNQUAO 
RAT=0.97





DO 1120 MS=1.2 
C=(CD-CC)/2.0 
D=lDD+CC)/2.0 
DO 1130 M=l.6 
EE=RL*DSIN(Y(M)*C+D)
00 54 ICHECK=1.NN 
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IF(( I4-J ).EQ.3)G0 TO 77 g.




GMtlL+J-l. IL+I-l )=GM<IL+J-l,lL+I-n-(HH-GG)/3.0 
GO TO 78
77 CSTIF(IL+J-J tIL+I-1)=GSTIF (IL+J-1.IL+I-l) + (1.0/(MH-GGJ ) 
I-2.0/0ELt*(HH-GG)/6.0*DFUCAT<ITYPE)









00 79 J = 1.2 


















520 FORMAT( IX.•W0=*.F4.1 ,3X.*RHO1=•.F4.1.3X.»RH02=*,F4.1 ,3X.
I*RS=* ,F4.1 .3X,'RL=' .F4 .1 »3X, «Tvs IRE= «. F4 . I. 3X. • TOVEN=* ,F4, I .3X. 
2«N='.F4.2)
c
C SAVE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C




C SOLUTION SOLVER STARTING WITH LINEAR TEMPERATURE PROFILE









00 351 1=1.NN 
TOLD(I.1 )=TINIT 
351 TOTOLD(I.1)=0.0 






IFtNEST.GT,800)GO TO 410 85
CALL UPDTDT(DELTtGM,TNEW,TCLO.TOTCLD,TDTNEW,NNfNEM)
00 352 1=1fNN 











DO 89 1=2,NEM 
89 T(IJ=GSTIF(I.NC)
T m = T W I R E  
T(NN)=TOVEN 
00 87 1=1,NR 
DO 87 J=t.NC
87 6STIF(I,J)=0,0 








00 82 L=1,NEM 
















1*THET2*D4(L.K,2) + 6.04THET124THET22*D4(L,K,3) + 4.0 *THET1*THET23 
1404(L,K.4)tTHET24*D4(U,K,5 )
6STIF(NN*3+L+1,NCJ=GSTIF(NN*3+L+1,NCJ+THET14*D4(L,K,U+4,0*THET13 















00 83 J = 1 .2CSTIF(L<-J-l.NC)=GSTIF(L+J-1.NC)+THETl4+01(L.J,I)+4.04THETl34THET2 ;*Dl(L,J.2)+6.0 4THETl24THET22*Dl(L,J,3)+4.0*THe7l4THET23*01(L.J.4) 24THET244DI(L.J.S)
83 continue
CALL SOLVEIGSTIF.NR.NC.TWIRE.TCVEN.NN)




IFdTYPE.EO.O ICO TO 420 
TNEWI 1,1 ) = TV,IRE 
TNEWINN,1)=TOVEN
00 354 1=2,NEF 
354 TNEW(I,I)=GSTIF(I,NC)
IFINEST.EQ.I.GR.NEST.Ea.21G0 TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ.3. CR.N'EST.Ea.4 IGO TC 360 
!F(NEST,EQ.10.0R.NEST.EQ.20)GO TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ.30.CR.NEST.EQ.120IGC TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ.200,CR.NEST.EQ.300)GO TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ.400.0R.NEST.EQ.£00)Gü TO 360 
IFINEST.EQ.SSO.OR.NEST.Ea.ôOOICC TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ.£50,OR.NEST.EQ.700)GO TO 360 
IF(NEST.EQ,750.0R.NEST.EQ.8001GO TO 360 




530 FORMAT(IX,'AT TIME = ' ,F7«5)
420 CONTINUE



















525 FORMAT! IX, 3F 10. 3)
IFdTYPE.EO.O IGO TO 410 













DO 61 J = U N R  
IFÏJ.EQ.l)Cü TO 62 
G5TIF(J,n=0.0 
62 CONTINUE




IF(DABS{GSTIF(K.K)).GT.EPS)GO TO 5 
WRITE(6.202)
202 FORMAT!IX,'SMALL FIVOT - MATRIX MAY BE SINGULAR*)
60 TO 1
5 KPl=K+l









































00 20 L=I,NCUAO 







IFINIP.EQ. D G Q  TO 45 
00 35 N=1,NIP 
FR(N)=0.0
au L=: iriUKiaii 





DO 40 N=NIPiNN 
FR(K)=0.0 
00 30 L=I«NCUAD 















NL=N N H 







51 RRR11 ,NL) = RRR ( 1. NL) + (2. O/OELT ) *P.< 1,1 )
CALL MATMLTIG.NN.NN.TOLD.liR)
00 52 1=1.NN





IF(DABS(RRR(K.K)).GT.EPS)GC TO 5 
WR1TE16.202)




















SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES A(M.N) BY B(N.L) TC GIVE C(M,L)
' 00 10 1=1.M 
00 10 J=1.L 
C(I.J)=0.0
OO 10 K=l.N 
to C<I.J) = C(I.J)«^A(I.K)*Q(K,J)
RETURN go
END
JES2 JOB STATISTICS -------
1,321 CAROS READ
0 SYSOUT PRINT RECORDS
0 SYSOUT PUNCH RECORDS
0.00 MINUTES EXECUTION TIME
